BTCS 2021-2022 Dress Code
Boys Dress Code:

Khaki or Dark Navy Pants (any brand):
Neat, loose-fitting
No cargo pockets, carpenter style, or jeans
Belts must be worn if there are belt loops.
Polos (any brand):
Solid-color red, hunter green, white, navy,
light yellow or blue
Short or long-sleeved
Worn tucked in
P.E. Uniform:
Green Burge Terrace shirt (from
Schoolbelles)
Navy or black basketball shorts (to the
knee) or long pants
Shoes:
Dress (*for assembly attire)
Athletic shoes (no lights)
Socks:
White socks with gym shoes
Dark socks with dress shoes

Jewelry:
Only watches, rings, and physicianrequired medical IDs are permitted.
No electronic devices such as smart
watches
Outerwear:
Plain fleece jacket/plain sweater in navy or
gray with no logo
Fleece jackets or sweaters from
Schoolbelles
Hair:
Must be a natural color, including highlights;
off the collar and ears; no extreme styles such
as Mohawks, spikes, man buns

Girls Dress Code
Plaid Uniform:
Available from Schoolbelles or uniform
exchange
Hem must be to the top of the knee.
Khaki Skirt (any brand):
Hem must be to the top of the knee.
Loose-fitting
(*Required for assembly attire)
Khaki Pants (any brand):
Neat
Loose-fitting (absolutely no skinny-cut or
tight in seat)
Dark Navy Pants (any brand) NO DENIM
Polos (any brand):
Solid-color red, hunter green, white, navy,
light yellow or blue
Short or long-sleeved
P.E. Uniform:
Green Burge Terrace shirt (from
Schoolbelles)
Navy or black basketball shorts (to the knee)
or long pants
Shoes:
Black shoes (*for assembly attire)
Athletic shoes (no lights or glitter)
Socks:
White
White or navy tights
Solid navy, black, or gray leggings may be
worn during cold weather.
Jewelry:
Only watches, rings, and physician-required
medical IDs are permitted.
No electronic devices such as smart watches
For safety reasons, earrings must be studs
(no hoops)
Outerwear:
Plain fleece jacket/plain sweater in navy or
gray with no logo
Fleece jackets or sweaters from Schoolbelles
Hair:
Must be a natural color, including highlights
Hair attire must coordinate with uniform – plain
headband of solid color or Schoolbelles plaid.

*Assembly attire is required for students in kindergarten through sixth grade. This uniform will be
worn on Tuesdays and for special events.

